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Executive Summary 

Transportation is a significant factor in the current climate concerns. The UK Government 
acknowledged this in June 2019 and stated goals for the transportation system to achieve net zero by 

2050. The sale of new gasoline and diesel vehicles will be prohibited by 2030, according to a 

declaration made in November 2020. These are the first steps toward switching to environmentally 
friendly modes of transportation, and increased EV use will help achieve net zero. However, further 

measures, such as the development of a diffused and reliable EV charging infrastructure all over the 

country, will be required to encourage the removal of all gasoline and diesel vehicles. 

In line with the government's goals, counties and districts across the UK are taking action to combat 

climate change. Specifically, in the West Midlands, Staffordshire County Council developed an EV 
charging infrastructure strategy in accordance with the policies set in their Local Transport Plan 

(2011-2026) and Climate Change Action Plan (2021-2025) to guarantee the accessibility of 

chargepoints around Staffordshire County.  

In the meantime, Staffordshire Moorlands District Council declared a climate emergency in 2019 and 

has committed to achieving net zero by 2030. As set in their Climate Change Action Plan (2021-2030), 

Staffordshire Moorlands District Council intends to promote EV adoption and support the development 

of the County's EV charging strategy with an infrastructure plan for the district. 

To accomplish this, the possible modal shift that the new EV charging infrastructure could bring is 

taken into account. Following the guiding directions of the Staffordshire County Council strategy, the 
Staffordshire Moorlands District Council strategy addresses the local level implications and 

requirements of EV charging infrastructure. This strategy supports Staffordshire Moorlands District 

Council's efforts to achieve net zero emissions by 2030. With a data-led assessment of potential 
charging solutions across the region, Amey Consulting will support Staffordshire Moorlands’ objective 

of assisting EV users by analysing the requirement for accessible chargepoints around the district and 
assisting local governments, residents, businesses, or other individuals wanting to build chargepoints, 

by offering information and guidance.  

This document analyses various aspects related to EV charging demand including policy, funding and 
technology that will impact the charging infrastructure network. The strategy identifies five types of 

charging solutions: EV charging hubs, EV forecourts, on street charging, residential off street 

charging, and off street charging. For the purpose of guiding strategic decision-making, this document 
examines the present and predicted demand in areas dedicated to touristic activities and in the large 

rural areas that characterise the district. The document also suggests general areas in the 
Staffordshire Moorlands that should be taken into account for charging infrastructure, along with the 

best options for meeting both the present and future demand. 
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1. Glossary of Terms 

BEV – Battery Electric Vehicle 

Chargepoints – The physical devices that deliver electricity to EVs 

DNO – Distribution Network Operator (electricity companies) 

EV – Electric Vehicle 

EV Forecourt – Fuel stations that include chargepoints  

EV Charging Hub – Fast, rapid, or ultra-rapid chargepoints at a specifically designed location 

Hybrid – A vehicle that combines an electric motor supporting an Internal Combustion Engine  

ICE – Internal Combustion Engine (usually petrol or diesel) 

kW / kWh – Kilowatt / kilowatt hour – measure of power 

Off street Charging – Chargepoints in car parks 

On street Charging – Chargepoints located on streets 

PHEVs – Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle 

Residential Off street Charging – Private chargepoints installed by users at their residence 

Smart Charging – This refers to electric vehicles and chargepoints sharing a data connection 

SCC - Staffordshire County Council  

SMDC – Staffordshire Moorlands District Council  

ULEV – Ultra low emission vehicle 

User – Electric vehicle owner or user and chargepoint user 
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2. Staffordshire Moorlands District Council Vision and 
Objectives 

In July 2019, Staffordshire Moorlands District Council (SMDC) acknowledge the severe impact that 
climate change could have both within the region and across the world. To reflect this a climate 

emergency was declared which highlighted the responsibility of all businesses, residents, and 

institutions to reduce carbon emissions. Developing the council’s commitment to this in 2021 
confirmed they would achieve net zero by 2030. A key element identified to achieve this is the 

reduction of carbon emissions through transport in the region. Active and integrated transport is an 
area of focus but the council acknowledges that for many travelling by car is essential. The council 

sees itself as having an important role in supporting the transition to EVs.  

SMDC is committed to creating an environment where the transition to EVs is sustainable and 
equitable across the region. To achieve this, the council sees the installation of chargepoints in council 

car parks as an important step to take in providing charging solutions in a range of locations. The 

council understands there is a varied environment and will endeavour to ensure that chargepoint 
installation is not solely led by the commercial sector. In addition, SMDC understands that local 

communities often understand their needs and requirements best and will commit to engaging with 

and supporting local communities in understanding how they can access charging solutions.  

The technological enhancements in vehicles and charging technology are fast-moving, as such the 

council will endeavour to future-proof the charging network by encouraging minimum charging 
speeds of 7kW and supporting the installation of cable routes for easy expansion of the number of 

chargepoints.  

SMDC understands that installation in its car parks falls within its responsibility however to achieve a 

comprehensive charging network it will need the support of residents, workplaces, chargepoint 
operators and Staffordshire County Council. SMDC will continue to engage with stakeholders across 

these groups to achieve this.  

To support the initial steps in the transition to EVs, SMDC has commissioned Amey Consulting to 
create a Public Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Infrastructure Strategy, which has the broader 

objectives of: 

- improving air quality (i.e. improving the health of individuals through improved air quality)  

- promoting changes toward sustainable and environmentally friendly behaviours. 

This strategy explores how the council can enable the development of the charging infrastructure 
across the district. The strategy seeks to ensure residents and businesses can safely and reliably 

access EV charging infrastructure in line with the needs of the stakeholders and their Local Transport 
Plan policies. This strategy is created to support Staffordshire Moorlands’s vision of supporting EV 

users with accessible chargepoints across the district and supporting the local authorities, residents, 
businesses, or others looking to install chargepoints, providing information and guidance. Particular 

attention has been given to touristic and rural areas, which characterise the economy and the 

demographic composition of the district.  

The document addresses major local and UK policies and regulations that affect charging 
requirements as well as public EV charging infrastructure. Amey Consulting will also look into local 

funding, procurement, and delivery techniques, as well as any possible business models that could 

work for the council. 

In line with the council's broader net zero policy, the second component of the strategy is to 

determine the expected current and future demand for EV charging infrastructure throughout 
Staffordshire Moorlands. The propensity to use EVs has been mapped through the demand analysis, 

serving as the foundation for choosing the locations for EV charging infrastructure and contributing to 

create the future implementation and action plan. 
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SMDC and Amey have met and held review workshops with the various internal SMDC stakeholders to 
assist in the delivery of the strategy. By doing this, it was possible to make sure that the long-term 

strategy and implementation plans incorporated the needs of the councils and the users. To make 
sure that iterative input has been integrated into this report, review sessions and other meetings have 

been organised. 
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3. EV Charging Context 

3.1. Context of Staffordshire Moorlands' current charging and car ownership 

Climate change is widely recognised as the biggest environmental concern now confronting humanity 
and SMDC has acknowledged this by making it one of its five guiding outcomes in its Sustainable 

Community Strategy. By declaring a climate change emergency in 2019, SMDC also acknowledges in 

its Climate Change Action Plan (CCAP) that steps must be taken to reduce the council's carbon output. 
The council is committed to achieving net zero carbon emissions by 2030 and the plan sets out how 

the authority will work towards achieving its carbon emissions target in the whole District. The 
adoption of EVs and the decarbonisation of transportation in Staffordshire Moorlands are essential 

components in the fight against climate change. This is recognised both by the County and District 

authorities. 

In the 2011–2026 Local Transport Plan Staffordshire County Council (SCC) emphasises the need for 
less reliance on private vehicles and supports active travel as well as alternative modes, but it also 

recognises that many people will continue to choose to travel by car, especially those with reduced 
access to other modes of transport. Reducing road transport emissions and their effects on the 

highway will: 

▪ promote alternatives to private motor vehicles 

▪ promote the use of low-emitting vehicles and vehicle efficiency 

▪ lead by example and reduce road transport emissions 

▪ improve the resilience of the transport network to changing climatic conditions 

Moreover, the EV uptake and infrastructure development are considered a major goal of Staffordshire 

County’s 2021-2025 CCAP as well as Staffordshire Moorlands District’s 2021–2030 CCAP. Specifically, 

according to the latter, Staffordshire Moorlands District will encourage and support the uptake of EVs 
and supports the development of the County EV chargepoint strategy and installation plan for the 

district. The accessibility of chargepoints around Staffordshire County and, consequently, Staffordshire 
Moorlands District can be a key factor in promoting the expansion of EV use while also assisting the 

rural community and supporting more sustainable tourism.  

3.1.1 ULEV ownership 

The demand for EVs in the UK is constantly growing [1] [2]. More than 440,000 Battery Electric 
Vehicles (BEVs) and 330,000 Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) are on UK roads at the end of 

March 2022, which is equivalent to 1.3% and 1% of the total number of cars in the UK. However, the 

EV uptake varies significantly across the country [1] [2]. Table 1 and Table 2 outline the fuel type of 

licensed vehicles from UK-wide to within Staffordshire Moorlands. 

In Staffordshire Moorlands, there are approximately 53,000 petrol and diesel cars, and approximately 

570 registered cars which are Ultra Low Emission Vehicles (ULEV). This means that only 1% of the 
cars are ULEVs - 0.54% are BEVs and 0.48% are PHEVs. It is important to notice that Staffordshire 

Moorlands is the district in Staffordshire with the smallest share of BEVs and PHEVs.  

Figure 3 shows that the EV uptake in Staffordshire Moorlands seems also much slower compared to 

the rest of the County. 
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Table 1 - Licensed total vehicles and cars, Q1 2022 (source: DfT [1] and DfT [2]) 

Location Total (All 
Vehicles) 

Total (Cars) Petrol & 
Diesel 
(Cars) 

ULEV (Cars) BEV 
(Cars) 

PHEV 
(Cars) 

United 
Kingdom 

40,366,300 32,937,790 31,102,799 789,713 441,167 338,755 

England 33,344,467 27,216,047 25,602,930 707,182 394,333 304,115 

West Midlands 3,553,327 2,882,347 2,756,267 51,287 30,617 20,028 

Staffordshire 590,228 472,087 454,599 6,084 3,279 2,705 

Staffordshire 
Moorlands 

71,876 54,865 53,019 572 299 264 

Cannock Chase 70,004 53,653 51,961 625 341 279 

East 
Staffordshire 

81,576 63,560 61,216 796 415 365 

Lichfield 74,099 60,867 58,211 1,106 638 446 

Newcastle 

Under Lyme 
73,738 61,555 59,379 659 363 286 

South 
Staffordshire 

77,616 62,821 60,474 804 426 359 

Stafford 92,231 75,009 71,942 1,049 553 484 

Tamworth 48,951 39,703 38,344 473 244 222 

 

Figure 1 - Comparison between petrol & diesel, BEV, and PHEV cars, Q1 2022 
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Table 2 - Percentage of total cars, petrol & diesel cars, battery electric cars and Plug-in hybrid electric cars, Q1 2022 

Location 
% Of Total Cars 

VS Total Vehicles 

% Of Petrol & 
Diesel Cars VS 

Total Cars 

% Of BEV 
(Cars) VS Total 

Cars 

% Of PHEV (Cars) 
VS Total Cars 

United Kingdom 81.6% 94.4% 1.3% 1.0% 

England 81.6% 94.1% 1.4% 1.1% 

West Midlands 81.1% 95.6% 1.1% 0.7% 

Staffordshire 80.0% 96.3% 0.7% 0.6% 

Staffordshire 
Moorlands 

76.33% 96.64% 0.54% 0.48% 

Cannock Chase 76.6% 96.8% 0.6% 0.5% 

East Staffordshire 77.9% 96.3% 0.7% 0.6% 

Lichfield 82.1% 95.6% 1.0% 0.7% 

Newcastle Under 

Lyme 
83.5% 96.5% 0.6% 0.5% 

South Staffordshire 80.9% 96.3% 0.7% 0.6% 

Stafford 81.3% 95.9% 0.7% 0.6% 

Tamworth 81.1% 96.6% 0.6% 0.6% 

 

Figure 2 - Percentage of petrol & diesel cars, battery electric cars and Plug-in hybrid electric cars VS total number of cars, Q1 
2022 
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Figure 3 - ULEV cars registration from 2015 Q1 to 2022 Q1; focus on Staffordshire and Staffordshire Moorlands 

 

Table 3 shows that 97% of ULEVs on Staffordshire Moorlands roads are cars which are mainly 
BEVs(52%) and PHEVs – petrol (45%) and mainly privately owned (84% private vs 16% company). 

Given the high percentage of private low]-emission cars, the EV charging strategy will initially 
prioritise this type of user demand. However, the low-emission cars that are company-owned and 

may well include taxis and private hire vehicles are starting to be a consistent portion of licensed 

ULEVs and should also be considered in the charging solutions. 

There are very few ULEVs (3%) that are not cars, i.e. battery electric light good vehicles and 

motorcycles. No ULEV busses and coaches or heavy good vehicles are present on Staffordshire 

Moorlands roads. 

Table 3 - Number of licensed ULEVs by type, fuel and keepership in Staffordshire Moorlands, Q1 2022 (source: DfT [2]) 

Staffordshire 
Moorlands 

Ultra-Low Emission 
Total 

Battery electric Plug-in hybrid 
electric (diesel) 

Plug-in hybrid 
electric (petrol) 

C
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P
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P
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P
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a
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T
o
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Buses and 
coaches 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cars 94 478 572 59 240 299 1 5 6 34 224 258 

Heavy goods 
vehicles 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Light goods 

vehicles 
3 2 5 3 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Motorcycles 0 13 13 0 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other vehicles 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 97 494 591 62 256 318 1 5 6 34 224 258 
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3.1.2 Chargepoint infrastructure 

In line with the growth in EV demand in the UK, there has also been a steep increase in chargepoints 
across the UK from 2019 onwards. This increase can be observed by looking at the number of 

chargepoints at the end of July 2022 (Table 4), when there were 32,011 chargepoints across the UK, 
which shows a 31% increase in the number of charging devices since July 2021 (Table 4). As the 

number of EVs grows, retailers, supermarkets and other public-facing organisations with car parks 
look to partner with chargepoint suppliers and provide their customers and visitors with the required 

charging [3]. Demand for EV charging by 2030 could well be at around 300,000 chargepoints all over 

the country [4] and between 21,988 – 77,533 in the Midlands region (as explained below in section 

3.2). 

However, whilst the number of chargepoints grows dramatically across the country, Staffordshire and 

Staffordshire Moorlands are not following the same trend as their increase is rather seen in Figure 4 
suggests that the number of chargepoints in Staffordshire Moorlands is not following the steady 

increase that we can observe in Staffordshire. The number of chargepoints needs to increase in order 

to contribute to Staffordshire Moorlands reaching their net zero ambitions. 

Table 4 - EV charging statistics, Jul 22  

Location Total public 

charging 
devices 

Total public rapid 

charging devices 
(25kW+) 

Public rapid 

chargers as a 

% of total 
public charging 
devices 

Charging 

devices per 

100,000 
population 

UK 32,011 5,974 18.7% 47.7 

England 27,502 4,965 18.1% 48.6 

West Midlands 2,156 583 27.0% 36.2 

Staffordshire 279 124 44.4% 31.6 

Staffordshire 
Moorlands 

12 2 16.7% 12.2 

Cannock Chase 32 11 34.4% 31.5 

East Staffordshire 45 17 37.8% 37.2 

Lichfield 20 5 25.0% 18.9 

Newcastle Under 
Lyme 

47 23 48.9% 36.3 

South Staffordshire 53 30 56.6% 47.2 

Stafford 55 32 58.2% 39.9 

Tamworth 15 4 26.7% 19.5 
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Figure 4 - Total charging devices - focus on Staffordshire and Staffordshire Moorlands 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At present, any resident living in Staffordshire Moorlands can consider installing a chargepoint on their 

own private property (private on street charging points are currently not available). A maximum of 

£350 or 75% off the cost to buy and install a socket, whichever amount is lower, is offered under a 

government programme to help residents with the initial installation costs of EV charging stations [5].  

There is a significant proportion of residents in Staffordshire Moorlands who do not have off street 

access, and for these residents, most of the on street parking is currently outside of the catchment 
area for public EV charge points (greater than a 5-minute walk). According to research by Ordnance 

Survey, Zap-Map and Field Dynamics [6], among the councils in Staffordshire, Staffordshire Moorlands 
District has the highest percentage (80%) of households with access to off street parking. On the 

other hand, only 5% of those without off street parking live less than a 5-minute walk from a public 

charging station (Table 5). A public chargepoint infrastructure network should give priority to 
strategies that allow the 8,256 households, which are without off street parking and are not within 5 

minutes walk of a public charge, to have an equitable and accessible network. 
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Table 5 - Access to parking street in Staffordshire County 

Council Percentage of households with 
access to off street parking 

Percentage of households 
within a 5-minute walk of a 

public charger 

Staffordshire Moorlands 80% 5% 

Cannock Chase 80% 5.7% 

East Staffordshire 68% 5.6% 

Lichfield 76% 14% 

Newcastle Under Lyme 76% 3% 

South Staffordshire 77% 4.8% 

Stafford 75% 7.7% 

Tamworth 71% 4.6% 

3.2. Midlands Connect 

Midlands Connect recognises the importance of EVs and EV infrastructure in the decarbonisation 

effort. The Midlands Connect (MC) report "Supercharging the Midlands" [7] provides direction and 

principles to promote the region's accelerated uptake and deployment of EV charging infrastructure. It 
summarises the major conclusions and analyses from their study of the MC region (Table 6). The 

baseline data and forecasts for 2025 and 2030 are presented in the report. In order to assist local 
authorities in locating and establishing economically viable rural mobility hubs, MC also plans to 

publish their "Rural Mobility Hub Guidance and Toolkit." This could inspire fresh concepts in 2022 for 

how rural public transportation might be redesigned in light of increased digital connectivity and rural 

community demands [8]. 

Table 6 - Midlands Connect MC region forecasts 

EVs registered Baseline 2020 2025 2030 

Scenario 1 – slow uptake 44,909 344,951 1,304,156 

% EV 0.74% 5.6% 20.9% 

Scenario 3 – accelerated uptake 44,909 642,762 2,527,845 

% EV 0.74% 10.5% 40.6% 

Chargepoints forecast 2,174 (Jan 2021) 9,915 – 25,703 21,988 – 77,533 

 

Within “Supercharging the Midlands” strategy, the identification of optimum locations for charging 

infrastructure has been recognised as a critical component of the deployment of a charging network, 

where locations have a variety of needs, ensuring that those residents who do not have off street 

parking options are still able to access chargepoints. 

For the greatest impact in meeting requirements for supporting those who wish to switch to EVs, the 

Local Authorities should support:  

- the installation of chargepoints at workplaces or retail parks,  

- the improvement in EV catchment of on street parking, 

- the installation chargepoints in council-owned and managed car parks.  

This could help the local councils to ensure the futureproofing of their infrastructure, providing 

chargepoints as the demand continues to increase.  
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As part of a wider £450 million scheme, the UK government launched in August 2022 a new pilot 
programme (the Local EV Infrastructure (LEVI) pilot programme) to improve drivers' access to electric 

vehicle charging stations across the nation in collaboration with local authorities and businesses. 
Midlands Connect also intends to continue support through the creation of an EV forum, interaction 

with Distribution Network Operators (DNO), and planning tools. The private sector has continued to 

expand charging networks around the UK, including in supermarket parking lots and retail parks, in 
addition to the government's ongoing initiatives. However, this number is still very low within 

Staffordshire Moorlands. 

3.3. Policy and Funding  

Investment in charging infrastructure has grown steadily over the past five years, and policies 
recognising the crucial role that charging infrastructure plays in the continued adoption of EVs have 

also been adopted. An investment of £500 million was made in the Rapid Charging Fund, which was 
announced as part of the March 2020 budget, to fund the expansion of a high-powered charging 

network throughout the UK. As part of the funding announcement, specific goals and targets for the 

UK's charging infrastructure were also made public such as the plan for each motorway service area 
in the UK to have six high-powered open access charge points by 2023. Although it is anticipated that 

demand for charging infrastructure would continue to rise, the implementation of these policies seeks 

to ensure that this future demand will be met.  

Staffordshire Moorlands District can use the charging policies and funds to assist them to achieve 

their net zero goals by 2030. The development and expansion of Staffordshire Moorlands' EV charging 
infrastructure are fundamental for both the personal use of EVs and the transition of businesses and 

workplaces to electric vehicles. The new regulation, which bans the sale of new gasoline and diesel 

vehicles in the UK beginning of 2030, will accelerate the transition to low-carbon alternatives. 

The policies and funding that are and will continue to have the greatest impact on Staffordshire 

Moorlands' short- and long-term EV network ambitions are described in this section of the strategy.  

In Table 7 local policies have been reviewed and the charging solutions and determined whether the 

public or private sectors are responsible for meeting the requirements. Although not all the reviewed 
policies mention EV charging as a possible solution to reduce emissions and carbon impact, the 

importance of EV charging implementation has been discussed for each of them. 

Moreover, as the local policies are all linked and in accordance with the central government strategy, 
a detailed review of national policies and funding has also been undertaken and presented in the 

Appendix, Table 16. This is concentrated on five major impact areas: 

▪ Chargepoint technology – specifications for the charge point technology or where the policy 

supports the development of new technology 

▪ Chargepoint installation – specifications on installation either on the number of charge-

points available or the locations 

▪ Commercial requirements – specifications for the operators or support for operators 

▪ Building regulations – guidance on how charge-points should be incorporated into planning 

and planning decisions  

▪ Consumer protections – specifications as to what operators and charge-points must provide 

to consumers 

In addition to these five important areas, we have again highlighted the chargepoint infrastructure 

solutions, and any funding available to support achieving the policy objectives. SMDC will be able to 

adhere to both internal and national policy with continued financing; the council should work to assist 

government consultations to make sure Staffordshire Moorlands recognition should come. 
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Table 7 - Policies review - Local Policies 

Policy Title Summary Date of 

publication 

Charge-point impact Key Considerations Chargepoint 

solution  

Funding Opportunities Timeframe 

Local Policies 

Sustainable Community 
Strategy for 
Staffordshire 2008 – 
2023 

The Sustainable Community Strategy at the county 
level is the overarching plan for promoting and 
improving economic, social, and environmental 
well-being.  

No mention of EV use to reduce CO2. 

2008 (?) • Reducing the overall 
carbon impact 

•Need to include EV strategy in the broad 
and general strategic vision about people, 
places, and environment 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

 Medium – 2 - 5 
years + 

Local Area Agreement 
for Staffordshire 2008 -
2011 

The LAA is based on the priorities set out in the 
Sustainable Community Strategy (above) and 
translates them into targets to increase 
Staffordshire people’s quality of life by improving 
local services and economic prosperity. It is a 
three-year agreement comprising priorities which 
have been agreed upon by local partners across 

Staffordshire and by the central Government. 

Two sections of the agreement talk about 
improving access to services and facilities by public 
transport, walking and cycling and show the per 
capita CO2 emissions. Staffs Moorlands is the 
second main contributor to CO2 emissions in the 
county. 

No mention of EV use to reduce CO2. 

2008 (?) • Reducing car emissions  

• Reducing the overall 
carbon impact 

• Promoting sustainable travel modes to 
reduce the reliance on private cars to 
access services and facilities (i.e., 
hospitals) 

• Need to consider EVs among sustainable 
travel modes in future Local Area 

Agreement 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

 Short – less than 
2 years 

Staffordshire Local 
Transport plan 2011-
2026 

The plan sets out the County Council’s proposals 
for transport provision in the county, including 
walking, cycling, public transport, car-based travel, 
and freight, together with the management and 
maintenance of local roads and footways.  

2011 • Investigating measures 
that will encourage the 
use of low-emitting 
vehicles such as the 
development of EV 
charging points. 

• Replacing council 
vehicles (when required) 
with ones that are less 
polluting and more fuel 
efficient, wherever 
possible. 

• Reviewing council staff 
car parking facilities 

• Encouraging public 
transport operators that 
when replacing vehicles, 
they consider purchasing 
lower-emitting vehicles.  

• Promoting (and running) schemes that 
encourage the uptake of smarter travel 
modes 

• Introducing Traffic Regulation orders 
(such as clear zones, low-emission zones, 
and no stopping/parking zones) 

• Encouraging all owners of the transport 
network to manage, maintain and develop 
with climate change in mind.  

 

 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

• On street Residential Chargepoint 
Scheme 

Medium – 2 - 5 
years  

Staffordshire Moorlands 
Sustainable Community 
Strategy 2007 - 2020 

Broad strategy covering sustainable improvement 
in the social, economic, and environmental 
conditions of Staffordshire Moorlands. It includes 

the following outcomes: investing in children and 
young people, supporting the quality of community 
life (i.e. improving safety), coping with the ageing 
population and exclusion, enhancing economic 
regeneration, protecting the environment, and 
responding to the threat of climate change.   

For the last two outcomes, it is considered of 
particular importance to improve public transport 
and transport links (accessibility) and reduce 
reliance on cars.  

No mention of EV use to reduce CO2. 

June 2008 • Investigating measures 
that will encourage the 
use of low-emitting 

vehicles 

• Reducing car emissions  

• Reducing the overall 
carbon impact 

• Promoting sustainable travel modes to 
reduce the reliance and growth of car 
travel to work 

• Improving public transport to 
commuters with more frequent and 
accessible service, especially in adjoining 
districts 

• Need to include EV charging plan in 
future Sustainable Community Strategy 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 

• EV Charging Hubs 

• Purchase zero-emission buses fund 
and demand responsive travel fund for 
rural areas (1. Bus Recovery Grant -

transformational finding – and 2. Bus 
Service Operators Grant, only available 
to LTAs committed to entering into 
Enhanced Partnerships or started the 
statutory process of franchising 
services) 

Short – less than 
2 years 
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Policy Title Summary Date of 

publication 

Charge-point impact Key Considerations Chargepoint 

solution 

Funding Opportunities Timeframe 

Staffordshire Moorlands 
District Integrated 
Transport Strategy 2011 
- 2026 

Staffordshire Moorlands District sets out a series of 
community and strategic priorities. Significant 
importance is given to the maintenance of the 
highway network, the reduction of road casualties, 
the improvement of public transport to guarantee 
accessibility to areas with employment, housing 
and tourism growth, and the provision of 
sustainable transport such as walking and cycling. 

No mention of EV use to reduce CO2. 

November 2011 • Investigating measures 
that will encourage the 
use of low-emitting 
vehicles 

• Reducing vehicle 
emissions 

• Encouraging public 
transport operators to 
consider purchasing 
lower-emitting vehicles 
when replacing vehicles. 

• Promoting (and running) schemes that 
encourage the take up of sustainable 
transport 

• Improving further pedestrian and cycle 
infrastructures  

• Encouraging all owners of the transport 
network to manage, maintain and develop 
with climate change in mind  

• Need to better understand rural car park 
use 

• Maximising opportunities to bid for 
Department for Transport funding, 
including PT fund (e.g. Bus Back Better), 
workplace charging fund (at SCC 

buildings) and on street residential 
charging fund 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

• Purchase zero-emission buses fund 
and demand responsive travel fund for 
rural areas 

• Improve active-travel infrastructures 
(Levelling Up Fund round 2) 

Short – less than 
2 years 

Staffordshire Moorlands 
District Parking Strategy    
2021 - 2026 

The strategy sets out the management directions to 
meet the needs of residents, businesses and 
visitors given the high dependency on car use and 
limited travel choices within the district. 

Analysis of off street car parks illustrates limited 
payment options and no available electric vehicle 
charging points. Public consultation shows that 
more innovative payment methods should be 
implemented and EV charging would likely be used 
by people considering buying an EV. In SM, the 
number of EVs is only 1% of the total vehicles 
registered in the district. 

July 2021 • Investigating measures 
that will encourage the 
use of electric vehicles 

• Increasing the number 
of Electric Vehicle (EV) 
charging points in the car 
parks 

 

 

 

  

• Promoting (and running) schemes that 
encourage the take up of EVs 

• Work with the county and neighbouring 
districts to develop an EVCP strategy and 
system which minimises ongoing revenue 
commitment 

• Employ a measured roll-out, that keeps 
pace with demand  

• Possibility to provide overnight charging 
for those without off street parking 

• Off street 
 

• On street Residential Charge Point 
Scheme 

• Local EV Infrastructure Fund 

• Workplace Charging Scheme (?) 

Medium – 2 - 5 
years 

Staffordshire Moorlands 
Climate Change Action 
Plan 2021 - 2030 

 

In line with the commitment of the SCC to the 
climate change agenda by declaring a climate 

change emergency in 2019, SMDC committed to 

achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2030. The 
plan sets out how the authority will work towards 
achieving its carbon emissions target in the whole 
District and will be revised dynamically. 

Part1: how the council achieves net zero target 

Part2: how the council will help the whole District 
to achieve a net zero target 

November 2021 • Supporting the 
increased use of EV 
vehicles (still around 1%) 

• Running all fleet council 
vehicles on green fuels by 
2030 

• Reducing vehicle 
emissions  

• Reducing the overall 
carbon impact 

 

• Reducing business miles, switching 
travel modes (developments of well-
connected bus routes and walking and 
cycling networks) and promoting the use 
of EVs 

• Considering options to support or 
incentivise green alternatives 

• Running awareness campaigns 

• Monitoring CO2e to deliver a Paris-
aligned carbon budget  

• Putting climate change at the heart of 
the authorities’ decision-making (consider 
the promotion of cycling and walking 
routes during the development of all 
Masterplans). 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

• Purchase zero-emission buses fund 
and demand responsive travel fund for 
rural areas 

• On street Residential Charge Point 
Scheme 

• Rapid charging fund (?) 

• Local EV Infrastructure Fund 

• Workplace Charging Scheme 

Medium – 2 - 5 

years 

Staffordshire Moorlands 

Green Infrastructure 
Strategy 

The strategy outlines the establishment of 

strategically planned networks aimed at connecting 
already existing and newly proposed green spaces 
with green corridors crossing towns, villages, and 
rural areas. Multi-functional benefits for nearby 
communities, businesses, tourists, and the 
environment can be realised through the upkeep, 
improvement, and expansion of these green 
infrastructures. 

No mention of EV use to reduce CO2. 

 

 

May 2018 • Investigating measures 

that will encourage the 
use of low-emitting 
vehicles 

• Reducing car emissions  

• Reducing the overall 
carbon impact 

• Encouraging all owners of the transport 

network to manage, maintain and develop 
with climate change in mind 

• Promoting (and running) schemes that 
encourage the take up of sustainable 
transport 

• Off street 

• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

 Medium – 2 - 5 

years 
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Policy Title Summary Date of 

publication 

Charge-point impact Key Considerations Chargepoint 

solution 

Funding Opportunities Timeframe 

Infrastructure Delivery 
Plan 

The goal of this plan is to evaluate the 
infrastructure's capability and quality as well as its 
ability to meet the predicted demand across the 
large villages and towns included in the Core 
Strategy. 

No mention of EV use to reduce CO2. 

July 2016 • Investigating measures 
that will encourage the 
use of electric vehicles 

• Increasing the number 
of Electric Vehicle (EV) 
charging points in the car 
parks 

• Encouraging all owners of the transport 
network to manage, maintain and develop 
with climate change in mind 

• Promoting (and running) schemes that 
encourage the take up of sustainable 
transport 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

  

Taxi Licensing Policy 
Review Consultation 

The report proposes an approach to consultation 
for the review of the Council’s Taxi and Private Hire 
Policy regarding Vehicle Emissions/Air Quality, 
CCTV, General Legislation and Best Practice. 
Regarding Vehicle Emissions/Air Quality, the 
consultation concerns the inclusion of taxi 
emissions standards.  

April 2022 • Encouraging taxi 
operators that when 
replacing vehicles, they 
consider purchasing 
lower-emitting vehicles. 

• Promoting (and running) schemes that 
encourage the uptake of smarter travel 
modes 

• Encouraging all owners of the transport 
network to manage, maintain and develop 
with climate change in mind.  

 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

 Short – less than 
2 years 
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4. Demand Analysis 

4.1. Introduction 

It is widely acknowledged that the potential switch to EVs is directly linked to the charging 
infrastructure availability and, at the same time, the charging infrastructure need is strictly correlated 

to the increase in the number of EVs and the potential future demand for this fuel type.  

The focus of demand analysis is, therefore, to identify through a data-driven approach those areas 

with the highest propensity to utilise EVs. In addition to the identification of the highest propensity 
areas, the demand analysis allows for individual council objectives to be analysed within the context 

of charging infrastructure and EV uptake supporting the council in meeting these objectives. An 
example of this would be the objective of encouraging lower carbon tourism journeys across the 

district. This objective could be achieved through encouraging journeys to be made by a variety of 

modes and ensuring key tourist locations have charging infrastructure.  

SMDC’s objectives for EV charging infrastructure consider three key factors: 

1. EV usage propensity for touristic activities  

Promoting lower carbon travel options for tourists visiting Staffordshire Moorlands and local 

tourists is a key objective of SMDC. The council understands the economic importance but also 

the potential impact that tourism can have on the net zero objectives.  

2. EV usage propensity for residents in rural locations 

In the transition to net zero SMDC understands that there is a potential if charging 

infrastructure is driven by commercial operators only rural locations will potentially be less 
prioritised. The council sees it as critical that a charging network in Staffordshire Moorlands 

supports all residents in moving to EVs. 

3. General propensity to use EV in the District 

SMDC is aware that there is a high proportion of car owners across the region and that the 
transition to EV is relatively low. Range anxiety and lack of charging infrastructure are 

identified barriers to switching to EVs. The council wants to support those who have a 

propensity to use EVs to do so. 

From these objectives, the three individual profiles were developed, and analysis completed to assess 

the demand.  

The remainder of this section first illustrates the methodology used to perform the demand analysis. 

Secondly, it gives a short overview of the demand analysis for SCC. The SCC charging infrastructure 
strategy was completed with input from all districts and outlines the potential for a charging network 

across the county. The demand analysis in the SCC strategy was completed at a high level with the 
objective to show the potential of a charging network for the county. The SCC  strategy is guiding the 

direction for chargepoint installation and highlights the support SCC has for the individual districts 

assessing their individual chargepoint requirements. The final section outlines the Staffordshire 
Moorlands District Council demand analysis and outlines the insights that have been gained through 

the more detailed data led approach and the potential for EV uptake in the region.  

4.2. Methodology 

To analyse areas of high propensity and key areas that can support wider council objectives two 
types of demographic data are utilised. Firstly, baseline data such as census data which provides the 

initial insight into the residents across the region. The second is behavioural data which gives insights 
of the typical behaviours of residents across the region. These data sets are analysed at an LSOA 
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(Lower Layer Super Output Area) level1. GIS (Geographical Information System) is used as the tool 
for completing analysis allowing a variety of data sets to be geographically referenced, combined, and 

layered. 

These data sets are used to develop profiles of those most likely to support the objectives. Table 8 
outlines the baseline demographic profile for those who have the highest propensity to use EVs as 

personal vehicles. Across the region, each individual LSOA is assessed against the target demographic 
profiles. From the individual LSOA assessment, a region-wide analysis is completed to identify for the 

region the ranking from low to high propensity.  

Once the baseline data is assessed the behavioural insights are layered into the analysis through GIS. 

Mosaic data2 is the primary data source for behavioural data. The behavioural data is input into GIS 
and assessed with reference to the baseline data outlined in Table 8. The results from this analysis 

are the identification of areas where there is a likelihood for residents to be receptive to EVs. This 
behavioural data also provides insight into levers that could be utilised in areas where residents may 

be less receptive to EVs.  

The output of the completed demand analysis is a map that identifies target LSOAs based on the 
objectives of the district. From this demand analysis locations of chargepoints can be identified 

through a detailed assessment of the infrastructure within the LSOA such as car parks, fuel stations, 

potential electrical capacity, potential developments, and a high-level desk-based assessment of the 
type of housing stock and access to off street parking. Figure 5 illustrates the way in which different 

infrastructure is displayed and analysed in GIS. Figure 6 outlines the boundaries of the 94 LSOAs 
within Staffordshire Moorlands when identifying the charging infrastructure solution OA3 population 

centroids were used to identify the population centres within the LSOA from where the desktop 

assessment and detailed GIS assessment were completed.  

Table 8 - Baseline Demographic Data 

Data  Target  Reason  

Age  

25-33 being the most ideal 

ranges 

Those between these ages are the most 

likely to adopt new technology. 

Household income  

Minimum of £25k The current cost of an EV can be 
prohibitive to lower incomes, but the 
funding available to support purchases of 
EVs supports this - as a minimum. 

Household access to a car  

Minimum one car SMDC is looking to support the transition 
to EV but is also looking to support a 
modal shift away from car use. 

Household employment status  

Employed or a third-level student Those in employment are more likely to 
be commuting by car in the districts and 
boroughs, whilst students are likely to 
generate charging demand in the future. 

 
 

1 which is a geographical region of 1500 people used to ensure a standardised analysis 
2 Mosaic is a geodemographic profiling tool which classifies residential postcodes into one of 15 Groups and 66 
Types. It is based on data from Experian, Census (2011), Electoral Roll, Council Tax valuations, house sale 
prices, self-reported lifestyle surveys, OFCOM data and other consumer information which is aggregated to 
provide composite personas of the types of adults living in an area and an accurate understanding of the 
lifestyles and behaviours of households 
3 which is a geographical region built of clusters of postcodes with LSOAs 
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Figure 5 - Example of infrastructure layers from GIS 
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Figure 6 - LSOA boundaries and OA population centroids 
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4.3. Staffordshire County Demand Analysis Overview 

In 2022 Staffordshire County Council (SCC) completed a Public EV Charging Infrastructure Strategy. 
The aim of this strategy was to support the county’s Net Zero objectives and provide a baseline 

analysis of the potential for EV charging infrastructure.  

To achieve this a high-level demand analysis was completed. This analysis used a profile of those 
residents most likely to have the capacity to switch to EVs based on the current cost of EVs and 

without increasing car ownership across the County. Figure 7 is the propensity map that was the 

result of this analysis.  

This county analysis has been used as the baseline for the detailed demand analysis completed for 

Staffordshire Moorlands. To achieve a charging network that best supports users understanding the 

propensity across the County will be key to optimising chargepoint use.  

Figure 7 - Staffordshire County Propensity for EV Use 
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The propensity map of Staffordshire Moorlands that was produced during the county strategy Figure 
7 differs from the maps that are shown in the next section (4.4). The reason is that the analysis is 

based on relative levels of demand. Doing the analysis at the county level is going to present a 
different picture because the demand of Staffordshire Moorlands is relative to other 

boroughs/districts. Moreover, the analysis at the district level contains more details and variables to 

identify the ranks and address the objectives set with SMCD. The results of this demand analysis are 

therefore more targeted and accurate. 

4.4. Staffordshire Moorlands Demand Analysis 

As explained in section 4.1 and section 4.2 above the demand analysis to support the development of 

charging infrastructure in Staffordshire Moorlands District is driven by three objectives related to 

tourism, residents in rural locations and propensity to use EVs. 

In accordance with these objectives, three different analyses are based on specific parameters and 

criteria. In accordance with these objectives, target criteria based on each objective were developed 
and an analysis was completed to assess potential demand based on these criteria for the individual 

objectives.  

4.4.1 EV Usage Propensity for Touristic Activities 

In order to identify potential high-demand areas related to EV Usage for Touristic Activities, the 
analysis and identify the potential of areas for high demand for charging related to tourism high-

demand areas, the profile criteria assess the density of tourist attractions, tourist accommodations 

and public car parks. Local residents who would also potentially visit these attractions were 
considered through the baseline demographic data of residents' age and access to a car to identify 

those who would have the potential to become EV users. The assessment aimed to not only identify 
potential tourism or leisure locations used by those visiting the area but also to support the transition 

to EV within Staffordshire Moorlands.  

The completion of the tourism demand assessment highlighted several key regions that could benefit 
from the installation of chargepoints. Figure 8 shows the levels of EV use propensity for touristic 

activities across Staffordshire Moorlands. The areas showing high propensity are spread across those 

that would be considered rural tourist destinations driven by attractions such as parks and 
accommodation types such as campsites and caravan parks. A key area identified includes Alton 

Towers which has initial plans to install chargepoints but will likely see a growth in the number of EVs 

visiting.  

Figure 9 outlines the regions that are within 80-100% high EV use propensity for touristic activities 

within Staffordshire Moorlands. Staffordshire Moorlands Council understands the importance of 
tourism to the region and when considering the charging network where public charging solutions 

would support EV travel by tourists visiting attractions.   
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 Figure 8 – EV Usage Propensity for Touristic Activities in Staffordshire Moorlands 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 – LSOAs with Highest EV Usage Propensity for Touristic Activities 
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4.4.2 EV Usage Propensity for Residents in Rural Locations 

The identification of potential regions with residents facing the known challenges of rurality was 
assessed by an analysis of distance to work, mode of commute, access to amenities and population 

density. The baseline demographic data considered the age and access to a car of residents. Access 
to a car and access to amenities are key considerations within the assessment of rural locations. 

Commonly those who live in rural locations will have access to more than one vehicle and require to 
travel longer distances for amenities. This offers an opportunity to engage with these residents with 

regards to switching one or more vehicles to an EV. To achieve this a charging network needs to be 

in place to provide residents in these locations confidence in their ability to switch. 

Figure 10 outlines the rural propensity across Staffordshire Moorlands. The nature of Staffordshire 
Moorlands means that there are large areas across the region that would require consideration of 

charging infrastructure with the lens of rural residents’ requirements. When identifying potential 
chargepoint solutions the specific journey types and key destinations will be considered to ensure a 

robust charging network.  

Figure 11 outlines the regions that are within 80-100% high EV use propensity for residents in rural 
locations within Staffordshire Moorlands. Within these areas, assessment has been completed to 

identify where installation of chargepoints at off street locations such as council car parks is most 

suitable and areas where installation at amenities such as supermarkets or retail would be the most 

appropriate chargepoint solution. 
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Figure 10 - EV Usage Propensity for Residents In Rural Locations, Staffordshire Moorlands 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 - LSOAs with Highest EV Usage Propensity for Residents In Rural Locations  
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4.4.3 General propensity to use EVs in the District 

To identify regions with a high propensity to use EVs in detail a baseline demographic data was 
assessed age, household income, access to a car and employment. In addition to the baseline, 

demographic data access to amenities and mode of commute were assessed. The propensity to use 
EVs takes into account the current EV market, cost and the type and distance of journeys being 

made. Therefore the areas highlighted are those likely to have the highest appeal to commercial 

operators and have the highest potential to switch to EVs in the near future with engagement.  

Figure 12 outlines the EV propensity across Staffordshire Moorlands. There are a variety of types of 

locations identified as having high propensity. There are several areas identified that would be 

considered rural and this is likely due to income and access to a car in these areas. In addition, 

several urban areas have also been identified which correlates to the current data on EV owners.   

Figure 13 outlines the regions that are within 80-100% high propensity to use EV within Staffordshire 

Moorlands. Chargepoint solutions have been reviewed here to identify the potential for residential 
chargepoint solutions such as off street residential and where this is not feasible in on street 

residential. In addition, the assessment of journey types and destinations means that the suggested 

charging network would also support this user group to access public chargepoints across the region.  
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Figure 12 – EV Usage Propensity Staffordshire Moorlands 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 - LSOAs with Highest EV Usage Propensity 
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4.4.4 Mosaic Group Analysis 

In addition to the EV use propensity analysis, Mosaic group analysis provides insight into the 
behaviour drivers behind travel choices and the incentives or levers that could be used in particular 

areas to increase the uptake of EVs. 

Figure 14 illustrates the spread of all Mosaic groups across the Staffordshire Moorlands and can be 
used to guide the messaging in EV engagement to be targeted to the particular groups. The four 

Mosaic groups that have behaviours and attitudes making them likely to adopt EV are outlined in 

Table 9. 

Figure 14 - Mosaic groups in Staffordshire Moorlands 
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Table 9 - Mosaic Groups with EV propensity 

Mosaic Group  Key Features  Key Attitudes impacting EV Use 

Rental Hubs  
▪ Young singles and home 

sharers  

▪ Rent flats  

▪ Primarily do not own a car  

▪ Above average awareness of carbon emissions   

▪ Above average support of car sharing and interest in 
EVs  

▪ Classify the adequacy of their income as difficult and 
very difficult  

▪ High utilisation of transport and navigation apps  

Aspiring 
Homemakers  

▪ Families with young children  

▪ High outstanding mortgages  

▪ Likely to have two cars  

▪ Slightly above average awareness of carbon emissions  

▪ Slightly above average support of car sharing and 
interest in EVs  

▪ Classify the adequacy of their income as difficult  

▪ High utilisation of transport and navigation apps  

City Prosperity  
▪ Urban areas  

▪ High value flats  

▪ High income  

▪ Cosmopolitan lifestyles  

▪ High-tech homes  

▪ Uber passengers  

▪ Primarily do not own a car  

▪ Above average support of car sharing   

▪ Above average awareness of carbon emissions   

▪ High utilisation of transport and navigation apps  

▪ Classify the adequacy of their income as very difficult  

Transient Renters  
▪ Young singles and home 

sharers  

▪ Millennials  

▪ Rent low value terraces  

▪ Primarily do not own a car  

▪ Above average support of car sharing   

▪ Classify the adequacy of their income as difficult and 
very difficult  

▪ Above average utilisation of public transport  

However, in Staffordshire Moorlands there are a variety of Mosaic groups and there are key 

differences in groups located in the urban areas and the rural areas. The attitudes and features of the 

most common groups in Stafford Moorlands groups are outlined in Table 10. 

Table 10 - Staffordshire Moorlands Mosaic groups 

Mosaic Group Key Features Key Attitudes Impacting EV Use 

Country Living  
▪ Live in rural locations 

▪ Own old, detached houses 

▪ Aged 66 plus 

▪ Use of technology is low  

▪ Above average ownership and use/ownership of low 
emission vehicles 

▪ Above average awareness of CO2 emissions  

▪ Above average of impact of climate change 

▪ Classify the adequacy of their income as comfortable 

Rural Reality   
▪ Live in rural locations 

▪ Aged 56 – 65 

▪ Own their own homes, likely 
semi-detached 

▪ Use of technology is low 

▪ Above average use/ownership of diesel vehicles 

▪ Below average buy-in to EVs 

▪ Slightly above average awareness of the impact of 
climate change 

▪ Slightly above average awareness of CO2 emissions 

▪ Classify the adequacy of their income as very difficult 

Senior Security  
▪ Retired and established in the 

community 

▪ Aged 66 plus 

▪ Own their own homes, likely 
semi-detached 

▪ Use of technology is very low 

▪ Above average use/ownership of low emission vehicles 

▪ Less than average use/ownership diesel vehicles 

▪ Below average awareness of the impact of climate 
change 

▪ Below average awareness of CO2 emissions 

▪ Classify the adequacy of their income as comfortable 
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The three groups identified in Table 10 offer both opportunities and challenges to the adoption of EVs 
across Staffordshire Moorlands. Both Country Living and Senior Security already have a disposition 

towards using, if not already, using EVs. The potential for engagement and improving the charging 
network supporting their transition is high. The Rural Reality group classify the adequacy of their 

income as difficult which, with the existing cost of EVs, could make switching challenging due to the 

current cost of EVs. However, the provision of affordable charging solutions and engagement on the 

potential of second-hand EVs would enhance this group’s ability to switch to EVs.  

The groups highlighted in the table above are not the only groups making up the residents of 

Staffordshire Moorland but are the groups with the highest number in the region. Therefore there are 
also opportunities to engage with the groups identified in Table 9 who are predominantly residents in 

the urban centres of Staffordshire Moorlands. 

4.4.5 Demand Analysis Findings 

The analysis across Staffordshire Moorlands has highlighted several key locations that should be 
considered for charging infrastructure solutions either due to current demand or to future-proof the 

charging network for increased EV use across Staffordshire Moorlands.  

The areas showing high EV use propensity for touristic activities are spread across those that would 
be considered rural tourist destinations. The propensity, in this case, is therefore driven by attractions 

such as parks and accommodation types such as campsites and caravan parks (e.g. Alton Towers).  

Moreover, the district is characterised by a large portion of residents in rural areas. The best-suited 
places for the installation of chargepoints are existing council parking lots and amenities such as 

supermarkets and retail. Also, given the nature of properties, there is high potential for off street 

charging. 

Also, looking at the general propensity to use EVs in the District by considering age, household 

income, access to a car, employment, access to amenities and mode of commute, the several rural 

areas identified are likely to be correlated to income and access to a car of residents while the several 

urban areas that have also been identified correlates to the current data on EV owners. 

Chargepoint options have to be considered in order to determine where on street residential 

chargepoints are practical and where off street residential chargepoints are more practical. According 
to the analysis of journey types and destinations, the suggested charging network would enable high 

propensity EV users to employ public charging stations all across the area. 

Some similarities can be observed between the EV usage propensity for touristic activities and the 
general propensity to use EVs in the district. The high propensity areas related to these two different 

objectives are indeed overlapping in the North-eastern and Eastern regions of the district. “Access to 

car”, a variable with high weight in the scoring process of both objectives, might be one of the 
reasons for this overlap. However, it is also possible that the potential users are not the same and 

similarities in the maps lead to a simplification of the allocation of the charging infrastructures. 

Also, some locations link to one or more of the three objectives. When locating chargepoint solutions 
the objectives were reviewed as well as the additional datasets outlined in Table 11 to ensure the 

most appropriate charging solution(s) were located. 
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Table 11 - Staffordshire Moorlands Data for network location 

Data Reason 

WPD capacity map 
Establish the location of existing sub-stations and potential 
electrical capacity 

Car parks 
SMDC car parks potential chargepoint locations within 

council control 

Key Employers 
Potential workplace locations and journey drivers within the 
LSOA. 

Planning applications 

Establish growth in the area and opportunity for growth of 
off street and off street residential charging in line with new 
policy requirements for chargepoint installation in new 
developments 

Decarbonisation 
Establish locations within Staffordshire Moorlands that need 
support in decarbonisation 

Finally, the Mosaic analysis highlights the different composition of the population between urban and 
rural areas of the district. Given their behaviour and attitudes, residents of urban areas (typically 

younger, high-tech users with an awareness of carbon emission) have a higher propensity to use EVs 
than people living in rural areas (older, low use of technology, low income). The fact that people 

living in rural areas are the majority in Staffordshire Moorlands might challenge the future increase of 
EVs. However, the engagement and new opportunities (i.e. second-hand EVs to reduce the price, 

increase in vehicle range and in public chargepoints) would help enhance this group’s ability to switch 

to EVs. 
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5. Potential Charging Network 

The detailed demand analysis provided the data-led insight that SMDC required to map a potential 
charging network for the region. The network takes into account the three key objectives (tourism, 

rural residents, and propensity to use EV) and has reviewed locations and outlined a potential 

chargepoint solution.  

Figure 17 to Figure 19 details the five charging solutions that have been located across the region. 
Two solutions, residential off street and on street, primarily address the charging infrastructure need 

for at-home charging. The remaining three solutions support users who reside in Staffordshire 

Moorlands and are travelling to the location and also potential users visiting.  

The network outlined in Figure 20 to Figure 22 would meet the current and potential demand of the 

region as the number of EVs increases. However, the council acknowledges that as there is growth 
both in chargepoints available and EVs this will need to be reviewed and updated based on new data 

available.  

From the demand analysis and identification of chargepoint solutions, a charging hierarchy for 
Staffordshire Moorlands has been developed. The charging hierarchy outlines the charging solutions 

that should be prioritised for initial installation and engagement. The two highest priority charging 

solutions within Staffordshire Moorlands from the hierarchy are off street residential and off street 
charging. Off street residential charging can be supported through engagement with potential users 

in identified areas of high propensity. Off street charging includes the installation of chargepoints at 
council car parks which is planned to be completed in a phased approach. A phased approach based 

upon the demand has allowed for a number of SMDC car parks to be identified for chargepoint 

installation in the first phase. The further phases will be identified after analysis has been completed 
on the phase one chargepoint use.  There is also an opportunity to engage with stakeholders in 

locations identified for off street charging to support further installation. The hierarchy outlined in 
Figure 15 is an assessment for the district that builds upon SCC charging hierarchy. The SCC charging 

hierarchy took a full region approach to a potential network and the solutions required. SMDC 

acknowledges the challenges faced within the local area. To face these challenges, SCC recognises 
that the region will require broader support to facilitate the expansion of the charging infrastructure 

and is committed to help SMDC in the continuing growth of a charging network. 

Figure 15 - Charging Hierarchy 
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5.1. Council Car Park Network 

The Council is committed to supporting the transition to EVs by taking responsibility for installation of 
chargepoints in council car parks. To ensure efficient installation across the 28 car parks the Council 

will take a phased approach to this installation. Data-led analysis was completed to determine the car 

parks that would be included in phase one, two and three.  

5.1.1 Methodology 

The different phases of the EV charging implementation are led by a data-driven approach that 

enables us to categorise the car parks and helps determine the most suitable locations in each phase. 
This approach includes cluster analysis to identify car parks with similar characteristics and spatial 

analysis to see where the car parks are located and better prioritise their implementation. 

 

The goal of cluster analysis is to organise the car parks into groups that are more similar to one 

another than to car parks in other groups (or clusters).  

The variables characterising the car parks that have been used to generate the clusters are:  

▪ The score of EV Usage Propensity for Touristic Activities in Staffordshire Moorlands 

▪ The score of EV Usage Propensity for Residents in Rural Locations in Staffordshire Moorlands 

▪ The score of General propensity to use EVs in Staffordshire Moorlands 

▪ Number of available spaces in the car parks  

▪ Population Density in the LSOAs 

▪ Level of Deprivation in the LSOAs 

The car parks have been clustered into three groups with the following characteristics shown in : 

Table 12 - Groups used for cluster analysis 

Groups EV Usage 
Propensity 

for Touristic 
Activities 

EV Usage 
Propensity for 

Residents in 
Rural Locations 

General 
propensity to 
use EVs 

Number of 
Spaces 

Population 
Density 

Level of 
Deprivation  

1 Medium Low High Medium High High 

2 Low High Low Low Medium Low 

3 High Medium Medium High Low Medium 

Group 1 car parks are characterised by areas with a high general propensity to use EVs, high 

population density and a high level of deprivation. Group 2 are small car parks characterised by high 

1. Cluster Analysis 

2. Spatial Analysis 

3. Car Park Selection 

Figure 16 - Council Car Park Methodology 
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EV usage propensity for residents in rural locations and low multiple deprivation index. Group 3 are 
large car parks in areas with high EV usage propensity for touristic activities. Most of the car parks 

belonging to Group 1 are located in the town centres of Leek (the majority), in the town centre of 
Biddulph and Blythe Bridge. The car parks belonging to Group 2 are located in Blythe Bridge and 

Forsbrook area. Finally, the car parks belonging to Group 3 are located in Cheadle, Leek, Upper Tean, 

Oakamoor and Butterton areas. The spatial location of the car parks by groups is shown in Figure 17. 
The installation phases have been developed by looking at the information from the cluster analysis 

and the spatial location of the car parks in order to provide appropriate coverage during the different 

phases. 

5.1.2 Installation Phases 

The implementation phases for all car parks are shown in Table 13. Phase one includes in total nine 

car parks. First, it takes in car parks in Group 1 located in Leek (2 car parks), Biddulph (1 car park) 
and Blythe Bridge (1 car park). These types of car parks are characterised by the high general 

propensity to use EVs, the high population density, the high level of deprivation and a good number 
of spaces. Moreover, phase one also includes four car parks in Group 2, located in Leek (2), Cheadle 

(2) and Butterton (2). These car parks are characterised by a large number of spaces, high EV usage 

propensity for touristic activities and medium general EV use propensity and medium EV use 

propensity for residents in rural locations. There is 

As demand grows the remaining car parks would be assessed and chargepoints installed as required.  

However, exploring the information from cluster analysis and locations, it is suggested for phase two 

to expand the coverage in Leek with 6 car parks belonging to Group 1, a car park in Forsbrook 
belonging to Group 2 to guarantee rural residents of this area a second off-street public EV charging 

infrastructure and a car park in Upper Tean (which is isolated and far from possible public charging 

infrastructure) which belongs to Group 3.  

The remaining car parks in Oakamoor (1 car park, Group 3), Forsbrook (1 car park, Group 2), Blythe 

Bridge (1 car park, Group 2) and Leek (7 car parks, Group 1) are suggested to be implemented in 

phase three when a good coverage will be provided. 

The implementation phases that have been currently identified are based on the current data 

available. Once the first phase of chargepoints has been installed there will be a process for 

monitoring their use. This additional data should be taken into account before the remaining phases 
are completed and as required car parks within the second and third phases revised in order to satisfy 

the demand.  
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Table 13 - Car Park Location and Phase 

Car Park Location Post Code Phase  

Brook Street ST13 5JE 1 

Moorlands House ST13 6HQ 1 

Queen Street ST13 6LS 1 

West Street ST13 8AA 1 

Tape Street ST1 1EU 1 

Well Street ST1 1EY 1 

Wharf Road ST8 6AG 1 

Uttoxeter Road East ST11 9QA 1 

Wetton ST13 7ST 1 

Buxton Road ST13 5JE 2 

High Street ST13 5DZ 2 

Silk Street ST13 6DS 2 

Smithfield North ST13 5JW 2 

Smithfield South ST13 5JP 2 

Stockwell Street ST13 6HD 2 

Vicarage Road ST13 6AS 2 

Old Road, Tean ST1 4EG 2 

Forsbrook ST11 9BY 2 

Joliffe Street ST13 5LH 3 

Market Place ST13 5HH 3 

Market Street East ST13 6HZ 3 

Market Street West ST13 6HX 3 

Regent Street ST13 6LU 3 

St Edward Street ST13 5DR 3 

Chapel Street ST11 9DA 3 

Uttoxeter Road West ST11 9JR 3 

Oakamoor, Cheadle ST1 3AE 3 

Angle Street, Leek ST13 8AJ 3 
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Figure 17 - Staffordshire Moorlands Council Car Parks (All Phases) 

 

 

Figure 17 outlines all car parks owned by SMDC. Based on cluster and spatial analysis, 9 car parks have been identified for Phase 1 chargepoint installation.  
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Figure 18 - Public chargepoints 

  

Figure 18 illustrates the potential public charging network. Based on the strategic road network a charging hub has been identified and in addition to the council car parks a number of other public car parks in high demand areas have been mapped
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Figure 19 - Off Street Residential and Public on street chargepoints 

 

Figure 19 demonstrates the residentially focussed charging solutions. These are marked by 500-metre scaled points. An initial desk-top survey of these areas was completed to identify the potential for off street residential chargepoints for example on 

users’ driveways. In areas where the desktop survey did not identify a high proportion of accommodation that would allow this a suggested public on street solution was marked which could include pop-up or lamppost chargepoints. 
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Figure 20 - Staffordshire Moorlands full charging network 

 

Figure 20 outlines the full charging network including residential and public charging solutions.  
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Figure 21 - Detailed image of Leek chargepoints 

 

Figure 21 is a detailed image of the charging solution in and around Leek. Highlighting the exiting chargepoints as well as the potential areas for public and residential charging solutions to be installed.  
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Figure 22 - Detailed image of Hartington chargepoints 

 

Figure 22 provides a comparison to Leek in the more rural location of Hartington. However, the potential network still considers the requirement for both public and residential chargepoints. 
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6. Technology and Market Review 

6.1. Overview 

When considering the improvements seen in the charging technology these have primarily been 
driven by private companies looking to provide charging infrastructure or provide and operate 

charging networks across the UK. As there is no standardised terminology across charging 

infrastructure and individual manufacturer or operator definitions can be unique a base understanding 

of the types of technology available is key.  

SCC has provided a detailed analysis of the technology and market in their Public Electric Vehicle 

Charging Infrastructure Strategy which can be found at XXXXXXX.  

SMDC has also conducted a review of charging solutions focussed specifically on accessibility and 
renewable energy for electricity provision. This will ensure the widest number of users can access the 

charging network and to increase the positive impact of charging infrastructure through the use of 

renewable energy sources.  

6.2. EV Charging Solutions 

There are also a number of innovations and recent market entrants that provide unique propositions. 

As policy on accessibility is published it is expected that there will be growth in the solutions offered 

across the market. There is also continued growth of renewable energy such as solar being 
incorporated when charging solutions are installed. The technology across the electric vehicle and 

charging market is fast-paced in its evolution and will likely see barriers such as concerns over range 

be addressed quickly in the move to net zero.   

Accessibility in charging 

As there is continued growth in the charging network across the UK and an increase in the funding 

available for the installation of chargepoints consideration needs to be given to ensuring accessibility 

is a key consideration.  

Ensuring accessibility can encompass a number of challenges faced by users. For example ensuring 

chargepoints are located and lit to ensure the safety of users, consistency across chargepoints and 
providing space between chargepoints. This space is critical for those with accessibility challenges to 

be able to utilise chargepoints. In addition when considering larger vehicles such as vans or 

ambulances a larger amount of space will be needed.  

The charity Motability is working with the Department for Transport (DfT) to establish standards for 

chargepoints through the commissioning of the British Standards Institution (BSI). These standards 

will outline guidance on kerb heights, space between bollards and the height of chargepoints. In 
addition, there will be clear definitions to be used with regards to accessibility to ensure users can 

identify chargepoints that meet their requirements.  

The key areas for consideration for users with accessibility requirements are: 

▪ Often vehicles that meet the accessibility requirements of users require side and rear access 

and therefore parking bay width and length need to be considered. 

▪ Users of chargepoints need to be able to access the sockets and the displays. In addition to the 

height of the sockets and displays how these are accessed such as the kerb height and 

materials at the base should not just consider the aesthetics.  

▪ The cables used for charging are often tethered and can be heavy; this can cause challenges in 

using the chargepoints.  

▪ In order to use a chargepoint, it is crucial for users to be able to identify chargepoints that 

meet their requirements through signage and markings.  
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▪ In using a chargepoint being able to see both the bay and display is key. Lighting is also a 

critical factor in users feeling safe when using chargepoints, particularly at night. 

Figure 23 and Figure 24 outline the key considerations when installing and procuring chargepoints 

that provide access to all. Figure 25Figure 25 demonstrates the importance of lightening in car parks 
to ensure users feel safe, particularly when installing chargepoints as more time will be spent in the 

car park. Figure 26Figure 26 is an example of a pop-up chargepoint which is a helpful tool for 

reducing street clutter in areas where on street chargepoints will be needed. 

Figure 23 - Example of an accessible chargepoint 

, 

Source: Motability 

Figure 24 - Example of accessible parking bays 

 

Source: Inclusive Mobility A Guide to Best Practice on Access to Pedestrian and Transport Infrastructure  
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Figure 25 - Example of good practice lightening 

 

Source: MMA Consultancy 

Figure 26 - Pop-Up Chargepoint 

 

Source: Urban Electric 

There are still challenges in providing accessible chargepoints with limited infrastructure available in 
the current market. However, as the sector continues to develop and standards are in place it is 

anticipated there will be more options available. With regards to parking pays, signage and lighting 
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Staffordshire Moorlands will take these into consideration prior to installation of any charging solution 

and ensure that a proportion of charging points meets a minimum accessibility standard.  

6.3. EV charging infrastructure, battery, and solar panels innovation 

When assessing the charging solution the advances in batter technology and potential complementary 

technologies are key to ensuring that the charging infrastructure will meet the demand of the future 

and complement the wider decarbonisation objectives.  

A key user barrier that is often identified with regards to switching to EVs is concerned with the range 

of vehicles. Current battery technology has the longest range at approximately 300 miles and an 
average range of 190 miles. For most users, these ranges would facilitate most standard journeys. 

These ranges can be more challenging if vehicles are used for work purposes and vans often have a 

shorter range. The range of batteries is an area of continued research and development this research 
includes improvements in the existing lithium-ion batteries to increase their capacity and lifespan. 

Other research is exploring entirely new battery types such as solid-state batteries which improve 
conductivity and in turn produce EVs with longer ranges and are able to support even faster charging. 

It is likely that there will be a continued focus on improving existing lithium-ion batteries with new 
batteries being a focus for further in the future. The expected improvements in terms of speed of 

charging will be a key consideration for SMDC when considering how to future-proof charging 

infrastructure and as such fast-charging solutions should be considered as a minimum standard for 

chargepoints  

In addition to battery technology consideration to the generation of electricity at chargepoints 

through solar will ensure further decarbonisation in Staffordshire Moorlands. There are two potential 
solar charging opportunities. Users who have the opportunity to install residential chargepoints could 

consider the installation of solar panels to generate electricity both for their residential needs and to 

be used for charging. Public chargepoints across Staffordshire Moorlands could consider a larger-scale 
solar panel installation to generate electricity. This could be achieved through the installation of solar 

carports on a solar panel farm depending on the location of the charging solution.  

Solar carports would provide stand-alone electrical generation and vehicle shelter with a chargepoint 
accessible. The electricity generated has no direct cost to access and offers the opportunity to reduce 

costs for charging depending on the commercial model.  

Larger scale solar farms can be installed in a variety of locations for example on the roofs of car parks 
or ground-mounted on available land within the region. The installation of a large-scale solar farm 

offers an opportunity to utilise battery storage for potential excess electricity that has been 
generated. By utilising a battery storage system electricity can be supplied during evenings or when 

weather conditions are not optimum for solar generation. 

The manner in which electricity is generated for use in charging infrastructure will be considered 

across potential charging solutions within Staffordshire Moorlands. As the market and options 
continue to expand and improve the council will ensure it is monitoring and reflecting on potential 

solutions for residents across the region. 
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Figure 27 - Example of solar for EV charging    Figure 28 - Example of solar energy storage system 

Source: JoJuSolar    

7. Staffordshire Moorlands District Council Use Cases 

As part of this strategy, the district engaged with five key internal stakeholders who have an interest 

in EV and chargepoint use either for their own operations, the public or their customers.  

The below use cases outline the current position and engagement the individual departments have 

with EVs and charging infrastructure, the plans for future engagement or policy and the challenges 
the departments or their stakeholders perceive with switching to EV use and the installation of the 

required charging solutions.  
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Tourism and Leisure  

The car parks at tourism and leisure facilities are currently owned by the council but managed and 

operated by a third party. The existing contract is shortly coming to an end and will require a 

review of the potential management companies available. All car parks are free of charge. 

Currently no chargepoints are available and there is no plan to install charging infrastructure as 

the operator is not investing on it. The access to funding for chargepoint installation in car parks 
could be considered in the future. However, the stakeholders demand for evidence based and a 

commercial business model before considering such option. They are also willing to engage with a 

questionnaire to understand their needs/future needs for charging and lay the foundations for the 

business model. 

There are currently developing plans for two leisure centres in Leek and Cheadle. A central 

consideration in these developments will be sustainability. Energy generation through solar, 
improved insulation and EV charging solutions will all be considered. Furthermore, the new 

Cheadle Leisure Centre will be located a 5 minute walk from a car park in the city centre.  

Most visitors to both leisure and tourism facilities drive and park for a minimum of an hour. This 
provides an opportunity for fast chargers to be utilised by users of these car parks. Due to the 

leisure facilities’ locations often in close proximity to other council car parks and the fact that 95% 

of visitors come from around 1 mile radius, the required demand will need to be assessed to 

ensure the highest utilisation of chargepoints. 

Source: Robert Wilk (Principal Officer, Leisure & Recreation) 

Planning 

In 2020 the Local Plan was adopted to assess applications. Within this there is a reference to 
Transport T2 which states that Staffordshire Moorlands District Council are supportive of 

developers who wish to install their own chargepoints. The Local Plan and related policies are 

reviewed every five years and with the council ambitions for net zero and the increase in EVs the 

Planning Team are aware that charging infrastructure will need to be further considered.  

According to the UK Government policy, the Building Regulation Part S establishes a requirement 

that all new homes and current homes undergoing substantial modifications (of 10 or more 
households) have charging stations for electric vehicles that may be placed on their associated 

parking spaces at that residence. The minimum power required is of 7kW. This would be reviewed 

by the building regulation officers who would review that this is being adhered too.  

When the planning department monitors and evaluated planning applications the number of 

developments with planned EV charging infrastructure can be reviewed.  

Currently the type of chargepoint infrastructure is not specified by the planning department. The 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) is in draft form and will reference EV charging 

infrastructure and will be linked to the county strategy. 

Source: Mark James (Principal Planning Officer) 
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Parking 

The 32 car parks currently owned and operated by Staffordshire Moorlands District Council are 

majority located in Leek but there are car parks across the region and in rural locations. The car 
parks have been mapped in Figure 17. The car parks provide 1,701 car parking spaces in total 

with 144 of these being free. 

The users of these car parks generally park for one and up to two hours and therefore fast 
charging solutions would be prioritised and with plans to install new parking machines to accept 

contactless payments it would be planned for chargepoints to also accept this payment method.  

In addition, the Council has considered other key aspects of chargepoint installation: 

▪ Situating chargepoints in or near to disabled bays would increase accessibility 

▪ Installing cabling without chargepoints will be considered to allow easy installation of new 

chargepoints 

▪ Marking of bays and clear signage will be employed when chargepoints are installed 

▪ Priority will be given to chargepoints that employ dynamic load baring to allow power share 

▪ Traffic regulation orders will be reviewed to ensure that chargepoints remain available for 

users when needed 

Across the car parks owned by Staffordshire Moorlands District Council there is no charging 
infrastructure currently installed. Analysis within the Public EV Charging Infrastructure Strategy 

has identified car parks with demand for charging solutions and the Council will be reviewing the 

process for installation. 

Source: Kash Dhadwar (Car Parks Contracts Officer) 
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Housing – Your Housing Group 

There are nearly 3,000 properties, including detached, semi-detached and flats, provided by Your 

Housing Group across Staffordshire Moorlands. 

In line with UK Government strategies, the Building Regulation Part S establishes a requirement 
that all new residential building with associated parking must have access to electric vehicle 

charge points. This applies to new residential and non-residential buildings, buildings undergoing 
a material change of use to dwellings, residential and non-residential buildings undergoing a 

major renovation with 10 or more dwelling, mixed-use buildings that are either new or 

undergoing a major renovation. 

The number of Your Housing residents with EVs is currently low however as more EVs are 
purchased there will be engagement with residents to sign-post to relevant information on EVs 

and charging infrastructure. For those residents in housing that do not have chargepoints it will 
be the resident’s responsibility to responsibility of installation, subject to consent being granted 

and providing a certificate of installation. For the installation, the resident has to get approval and 
contact a certified technician to complete the work. Subsequently, Your Housing Group will check 

that the installation is properly done.  

There are key barriers for the residents including accessibility to parking which there is a high 

demand for, residents who are in flats where there is communal parking and therefore the shared 
electricity supply and the costs for residents to install infrastructure and purchase an EV in the 

first instance.  

Currently it is not feasible for chargepoints to be installed by Your Housing Group as the landlord 
due to the cost of installation. The cost and current available funding is a challenge for both 

residents and Your Housing Group.  

Source: Aaron Hammersley (Head of Housing) & Dave Lovatt (Housing Officer)  
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Through the use case engagement key themes were raised across the stakeholders with regards to 
the role and reasonability of SMDC in the installation of chargepoints, the management and 

maintenance of chargepoints and the challenges faced by residents and businesses in the switch to 
EV. These have been taken into account with regards to the recommendations and next steps of 

SMDC. Critically SMDC will engage and support the installation of charging infrastructure across the 
district by communicating with residents about the options available for switching to EV, liaising with 

relevant stakeholders, and installing chargepoints where needed in SMDC car parks.   

8. Commercial Models 

8.1. Model assessment 

Table 14 outlines the five common commercial models considered for public charging solutions. These 

models can be utilised both by the council and by workplaces or other institutions exploring the 

potential for charging infrastructure at these locations.  

For SMDC the key locations for chargepoint installation will be their car parks, this provides an 

opportunity to apply for UK Government funding. In this instance, an agreement could be reached 

between the council and operator to see the remaining costs be shared. To ensure a return on 
investment for the region the council will ensure that potential revenue from chargepoints is assessed 

in detail prior to a final commercial model agreement being made.   

Taxi & Private Hire 

There are currently 68 taxi & private hire vehicles registered by SMDC, including 46 Hackney cabs 

and 22 private hire vehicles. Currently the licensing requirements focus on mileage and not the 
age or fuel type of the vehicle. At first application the vehicle must have less 75,000 and once the 

mileage reaches 300,000 the vehicle must be retired. 

Currently the fleet is predominantly vehicles from 2015 with a few hybrid vehicles.  

The types of journeys made tend to be short bursts of intense journeys rather than longer 
journeys. For drivers considering switching to EV the key consideration is the facility to use fast 

chargers to top-up father than long periods of charging. 

There is currently a consultation in progress with Taxi and Private Hire with regards to moving to 
lower emission vehicles. The consultation is gathering opinion on introducing new licensing 

requirements from 1st April 2024; all vehicles will be at least one of: 

▪ Euro 4 petrol 

▪ Euro 6 diesel 

▪ Hybrid or EV 

Leek Link is the biggest operator with a fleet of 25-30 vehicles which drivers use rather than own. 
They also have their own compound and could potential install their own chargepoints at the site. 

However, the lack of funding available would still mean a large capital investment.  

Due to the nature of transportation across Staffordshire Moorlands the Taxi and Private Hire fleet 
are a key mode of transport. During and after the pandemic it has faced challenges and with lack 

of funding available there is no current plan for a deadline for a full EV fleet.  

Source: Mike Towers (Senior Officer Housing, Public, Health & Licensing) & Alicia Patterson (Head 

of Environmental Health) 
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Table 14 - Commercial Models 

Model  Description  Key Considerations  Advantages Disadvantages 

Own and 
operate  

▪ Local Authority tenders for a Chargepoint Operator 
to install chargepoints  

▪ LA own the Chargepoints (gov. funding)  

▪ LA takes revenue  

▪ LA pays CPO to maintain Chargepoints.  

▪ This model would involve SMDC appointing a supplier to deliver and 
manage the chargepoint infrastructure for a set period with all revenue 
being retained  

▪ All revenue is retained by council  

▪ Locations selected by the council  

▪ Streamline procurement   

▪ UK Government has established procurement 
frameworks to expedite process and encourage supplier 
confidence   

▪ Funding would need to be identified  

▪ On-going maintenance costs  

▪ Updates to technology are the council’s 
responsibility   

▪ Any key performance indicators and or 
contractual service level agreements may be 
difficult to enforce    

Match 
funding  

▪ The OZEV grant offers 60% of the funding for 
eligible costs.   

▪ The remaining 40% will need to be provided by 
the council or a third party i.e., CPO 

▪ This could also be achieved if government funding 
is not available, but the Council and the operator 
agree to match funding 

▪ Likely to reduce the revenue received and limiting the overall SMDC 
can exert on the facility   

▪ Partner ownership incentivises better provision, improved 
quality of service for users  

▪ Reduced risk and responsibility for maintenance costs  

▪ The chargepoints can be futureproofed depending on 
the partnership agreement 

▪ Reduced revenue share  

▪ Contractual and financial arrangements may 
not suit all suppliers and so pool of available 
partners is reduced 

▪ Partners require confidence that revenue will 

be achieved in any locations  

Concession 
framework  

▪ The operational costs and risks are shared in part 
or completely with the operator   

▪ This model is often a revenue share    

▪ SMDC safeguard their resources and revenue but then must accept 
diminished input in determining facility locations   

▪ This approach is best suited where demand is proven, or operators 
are confident of a return on investment  

▪ Reduced risk and responsibility for maintenance costs  

▪ The chargepoints can be futureproofed depending on 
the partnership agreement  

▪ Depending on the agreement council may retain 
ownership of the chargepoints or electrical connections  

▪ Operators require confidence that revenue 
will be achieved and therefore locations 
would need to be agreed  

▪ Delivery can be slowed due to negotiations 
and the time to make a contractual award  

▪ Reduced revenue share  

Land rental  ▪ Private sector investment, installing, maintaining 
the chargepoints while paying rent to the LA (or 
other) for land   

▪ Revenue for SMDC would solely be from the land rental which would 
reduce some risks. However, operators would look to ensure demand 

▪ Reduced risk and responsibility for maintenance costs  

▪ Agreed revenue through rent  

▪ Operators require confidence that revenue 
will be achieved and therefore locations 
would need to be agreed  

▪ Delivery can be slowed due to negotiations  

Leasing/ 

hosting  

▪ Chargepoints leased to the LA for a monthly fee   ▪ Provides control of location to SMDC and maintenance to the operator 

▪ SMDC would not receive any revenue and would need to decide if 
monthly fee would be covered by cost to users 

▪ Reduced risk and responsibility for maintenance costs  

▪ The chargepoints can be futureproofed depending on 
the leasing agreement  

▪ Locations selected by the council  

▪ No revenue shares  

▪ Delivery can be slowed due to negotiations 
and the time to make a contractual award  

▪ Expected that the monthly cost would need 
to be covered by charges to users  
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8.2. Pricing Models 

There are approximately 53 chargepoint operators currently providing charging infrastructure across 
the UK. The variety of chargepoint operators provides a range of models for accessing chargepoints 

and costs for charging. From September 2022 the UK Government will enact a policy that ensures 
that each chargepoint accepts contactless payments. In addition to a pay-as-you-go model, there are 

also operators who provide a membership model as well which can provide discounts.  

Table 15 outlines five operators providing services across the UK. There is a variety of operators 
outlined to demonstrate the widest section of the market currently. To provide a comprehensive 

comparison of operators both within SMDC and across the UK. The majority of operators will have a 

banded costing depending on the charging speed and those utilising renewable energy generation for 

powering the chargepoints do have a higher cost.  
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Table 15 - Chargepoint operators and costs 

Chargepoint Operator Operator Details Key Considerations Charging Speed Cost 

PodPoint Formed in 2009 175,000 charging points have been 
sold across the UK and have installed 7,300+ public 
charging bays.  

Provider of chargepoints at two supermarket chains 7kW – 75k Tesco chargepoints – Free 

Lidl - £0.40 p/kWh 

Fast-£0.15p p/kwh Rapid - £0.28p/kWh  

New Motion New Motion is owned by Shell, company’s UK base 
is in London, but New Motion started out in the 
Netherlands.  

London based operation 11kW – 50kW Fast  - £0.20p p/kWh - £0.25p/kWh  

Rapid - £0.20p p/kWh - £0.25p/kWh may be 
different depending on location  

 

Connection fee at some chargepoints £0.30-
£0.35p 

VendElectric Provided by Rolec Services a leader in outdoor 

electrical equipment with 10 years’ experience 
in the EV industry. There are 15,369 

chargepoints across the VendElectric network.  

Long-term experience with outdoor electrical 

equipment means they have a detailed 
procurement and testing programme for 

products. 

3kW – 50kW 
Slow - £0.15p p/kWh  

Fast - £0.20p/kWh  

Rapid - £0.36p/kWh  

Mer 
Mer is a European EV charging company 
owned by Statkraft. Statkraft is a Norwegian 

state-owned utility company, committed to 
play a leading role in the development of 

renewable energy Through our extensive 
experience within renewable energy and 

electric mobility, Mer combines their expertise 

to provide chargepoint electricity. 

Experienced renewable energy provider 7kW – 50kW Fast - £0.39p p/kwh Rapid - £0.55p/kWh  

Osprey Charging Osprey focuses on rapid charging to provide 
drivers with a UK-wide public rapid charging 

network.  

Provide only rapid charging 22kW – 150kW 
Fast - £0.66p p/kWh 

Rapid - £1.00/kWh 

BP Pulse BP Pulse currently has over 9,000 

chargepoints across the UK which includes 
3,000 rapid and ultra-rapid chargepoints. BP 

pulse is an end-to-end manufacturer and 
operator of charging infrastructure. 

The only fully integrated end-to-end 

manufacturer and operator of charging 
infrastructure in the UK. 

7kW – 150kW 
Fast – £0.57p p/ kWh 

Rapid –£0.65p/kWh 

Ultra-rapid –£0.69p/kWh  

Non-members 

 

Fast – £0.44p p/kWh 

Rapid - £0.55p/kWh 

Ultra-rapid- £0.55p/kWh  

Members Subscription costs £7.85pm. 
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9. Recommendations 

SMDC is clear on its decarbonisation objectives and aims to be net zero by 2030 and the strategy 
aims to support and drive forward the uptake of EVs in the region. The strategy will be used to create 

a network for charging infrastructure and enable steps to be taken towards achieving net zero by 

2030. As EV use grows in the region the data-led approach should be updated to review the 

requirements for further charging infrastructure and the progress towards decarbonisation.  

To support the implementation of the strategy and the continued journey towards a future-proofed 

charging network we present the following recommendations.  

9.1. Engagement  

When implementing the strategy, it is crucial that residents, current and potential EV users and other 
key stakeholders are brought on the journey. Achieving this engagement is key and can be achieved 

in a variety of ways from specific engagement and communication programmes to meeting with 
internal stakeholders at SMDC. By improving stakeholders' and residents' understanding of EVs, 

charging infrastructure and SMDC's role in developing a charging network the confidence in making 

the switch to EVs can be enhanced  

We would recommend that SMDC engage with internal and external stakeholders such as developers, 
businesses, and landowners at key points during implementation. In addition, consideration should be 

given to implementing an engagement plan with residents to support the increased use of EVs. 

9.2. Feasibility  

The demand analysis has identified locations based on SMDC objectives and relative levels of 
demand. Before any chargepoint is installed we would recommend detailed feasibility be completed at 

each site. This would include:  

▪ Site visits   

▪ Electrical feasibility study  

▪ Civil feasibility study  

▪ Detailed analysis of the users in the area  

▪ Detailed assessment of installation cost (Bill of Quantities)   

▪ Adhering to standardised installation processes (The IET Code of Practice for Electric Vehicle 

Charging Equipment Installation)  

9.3. Funding 

When implementing the strategy SMDC should continue to review the funding that is available to 
support installation at SMDC car parks. The Department for Transport and the Office for Zero 

Emission Vehicles commit new funding to EV infrastructure on an annual basis. In addition where 

possible SMDC should act within the 2022 financial year to access the current funding available.  

The council should also look to ensure relevant stakeholders are kept up to date on the funding that 

is available to them for purchasing EVs and for charging infrastructure.  

As part of the funding, SMDC should consider the commercial model the council would prefer to 

implement for chargepoints in its own car parks. There is a potential opportunity for SMDC to 
enhance revenue to the council through the chargepoints. We would recommend that SMDC engages 

with several potential operators to assess potential partners. Given the current funding available for 
chargepoint installation at council car parks there is an opportunity for SMDC to access revenue from 

the installation of chargepoints which we would recommend exploring. 
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9.4. Operators 

It is likely that there will continue to be a variety of chargepoint operators with Staffordshire 
Moorlands. In order to ensure confidence in the network, it is important that users' expectations are 

met with regards to both technology and customer service. As with any type of service provision 
users’ rights will be protected and Ofgem continues to ensure these rights and protections meet with 

new chargepoint services. We would recommend that where possible the council engage with 

operators in the region to ensure they follow best practices.  

9.5. Monitoring 

Monitoring the chargepoint network will allow SMDC to understand the use of chargepoints and to 
track the demand in specific locations. This data should then feed into further analysis to enhance the 

existing chargepoints or to expand the network. We would recommend that SMDC ensure that a 

monitoring system is in place.  

9.6. Review 

Technology across the EV and EV charging infrastructure market continues to evolve as does user 

demand, journey types and travel behaviours. As these technologies change and as there is a growth 
in EV users, Staffordshire Moorlands should review this strategy. A complete strategy review should 

be completed in 2025 and an update to the demand analysis completed when the 2021 census data 

is available. 
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Appendix A: National Policies 

Table 16 - National EV policies 

Policy Title Summary 
Date of 

publication 
Charge-point impact Key Considerations 

Chargepoint 
solution 

Funding Opportunities Timeframe 

Reducing emissions 
from road 
transport: Road to 
Zero Strategy - 
GOV.UK 
(www.gov.uk) 

The Government's long-term 
strategy to transition to zero 
emission road transport 

2018 • New street lighting columns to include charging 
points. 
• Highway Infrastructure Code of Practice and the 
Network Management of Traffic Equipment Code of 
Practice – that highway authorities refer to as part of 
the management and maintenance of their assets – 
to include a section on the benefits of introducing EV 
lamppost chargepoints.  

• A cohesive, integrated, and affordable net zero public 
transport network, designed for the needs of the 
passenger, will empower consumers to make sustainable 
end-to-end journeys and enable inclusive mobility. 
• Clean Air Zone cities should continue to be used as a 
tool to achieve net zero.  

 • On street Residential Chargepoint 
Scheme (ORCS) for local authorities 
• EV Charging Infrastructure Investment 
Fund 
• Tax and grant support increasing EV 
uptake 
• EVHS grant 

Medium - 2 - 5 
years 

Automated and 
Electric Vehicles 

Act 2018 

Regulation of consumer 
experience of charging 
infrastructure, including 
requirements and 
prohibitions 

2018 • Regulations may impose requirements on operators 
of public charging or refuelling points in connection 
with— 
(a)the method of payment or other way by which 
access to the use of public charging or refuelling 
points may be obtained; 
(b)performance, maintenance and availability of 
public charging or refuelling points; 
(c)the components of public charging or refuelling 
points that provide the means by which vehicles 
connect to chargepoints. 

• The information considered likely to be useful to 
consumers and users or potential users of the 
chargepoint, for example information about— 
(a) the location of the chargepoint and its operating 
hours, (b) available charging or refuelling options, (c) 
the cost of obtaining access to the use of the 
chargepoint, (d)the method of payment or other way by 
which access to the use of the point may be obtained, 
(e)means of connection to the point, (f) whether the 
point is in working order, and (g) whether the point is in 
use. 
• Building regulations may require operators to— 
(a) provide a prescribed method of payment or 
verification for obtaining access to the use of public 
charging or refuelling points; (b) co-operate with each 
other for the purposes of a requirement imposed by the 
regulations (for example, by sharing facilities or 
information); (c) take prescribed steps for the purposes 

of such a requirement (for example, to provide 
information to a prescribed person). 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

 Short - under 
two years 

EV Charging in 
Residential and 
Non-Residential 
Buildings  

The Government proposal on 
charging requirements for 
residential and non-
residential buildings 

2019 • Every residential building undergoing major 
renovation with more than 10 car parking spaces to 
have cable routes for electric vehicle chargepoints in 
every car parking space.   
• Every new non-residential building and every non-
residential building undergoing a major renovation 
with more than 10 car parking spaces to have one 
chargepoint and cable routes for an electric vehicle 
chargepoint for one in five spaces. 
• A requirement of at least one chargepoint in 
existing non-residential buildings with more than 20 
spaces, applicable from 2025.  

• Within Building Regulations, the government will apply 
a requirement for cable routes to be installed in all 
residential buildings with more than 10 parking spaces 
undergoing major renovation, with some exemptions. 
• The Government will lay down requirements for the 
installation of a minimum number of chargepoints in all 
existing non-residential buildings with more than 20 
parking spaces. This requirement must be set by March 
2020 and will come into force by 1st Jan 2025. 

• Off street 
• On street 

• OZEV  Short - under 
two years 

Future of mobility: 
urban strategy - 
GOV.UK 
(www.gov.uk) 

Outlining the benefits, the 
Government wants to see 
from mobility innovation. 

2019 • New modes of transport and new mobility services 
must be safe and secure by design. 
• Mass transit must remain fundamental to an 
efficient transport system. 

•The marketplace for mobility must be open to stimulate 
innovation and give the best deal to consumers. 
• The commercial benefits of innovation in mobility must 
be available to all parts of the UK and all of society. 
• New mobility services must be designed to operate as 
part of an integrated transport system combining public, 
private and multiple modes for transport users. 
• Data from new mobility services must be shared where 
appropriate to improve choice and the operation of the 
transport system. 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

• £90 million of funding in Future Mobility 
Zones. 
• Unspecified support of the automotive 
industry to adapt, by continuing to fund 
the research and development of low 
carbon technologies. 

Medium - 2 - 5 
years 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reducing-emissions-from-road-transport-road-to-zero-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reducing-emissions-from-road-transport-road-to-zero-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reducing-emissions-from-road-transport-road-to-zero-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reducing-emissions-from-road-transport-road-to-zero-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reducing-emissions-from-road-transport-road-to-zero-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reducing-emissions-from-road-transport-road-to-zero-strategy
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/18/contents/enacted
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/18/contents/enacted
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/18/contents/enacted
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/electric-vehicle-chargepoints-in-residential-and-non-residential-buildings
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/electric-vehicle-chargepoints-in-residential-and-non-residential-buildings
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/electric-vehicle-chargepoints-in-residential-and-non-residential-buildings
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/electric-vehicle-chargepoints-in-residential-and-non-residential-buildings
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-mobility-urban-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-mobility-urban-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-mobility-urban-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-mobility-urban-strategy
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Policy Title Summary 
Date of 

publication 
Charge-point impact Key Considerations 

Chargepoint 
solution 

Funding Opportunities Timeframe 

• Preparing the urban environment, through publishing 
Building Regulations guidance to support local decisions 
about the design and allocation of urban space. 

Workplace 
Charging Scheme 
(WCS) 

The scheme is a voucher-
based scheme providing 
support towards the cost of 
the purchase and installation 
of chargepoints up to 75% of 
the costs and capped at £350 
for each socket. 

2020 • The minimum technical specification for the 
Workplace Charging Scheme has been updated. 
Chargepoint models under ‘fast DC’ with a charging 
output greater than 3.5kW and not greater than 
22kW are now eligible.  

  • 75% of chargepoint costs up to £350 
per chargepoint and maximum 40 
chargepoints. 

 

Transport 
Decarbonisation 
Plan  

The plan that follows on from 
Decarbonising transport 
published in March 2020 
which set out the scale of 
reductions from transport 
needed to deliver the carbon 
budgets and net zero. The 
plan now sets out the 
commitments and actions 
made to decarbonise the UK 
transport system. 

2021 • A driver should never be more than 25 miles away 
from a rapid (50kW) chargepoint anywhere along 
England’s motorways and major A roads. 

• The Energy White Paper sets out framework to 
ensure that there is investment to power transition 
to EVs. 

• Ofgem is currently reviewing the ways EV charging 
infrastructure is allocated and has recently published a 
consultation proposing that all network reinforcement 
costs should be socialised across electricity bill payers, 
rather than falling on the individual connecting 
consumer.  
• The National Model Design Code sets out a process for 
developing local design codes and guides, with 
supporting design guidance on movement and public 
spaces including streets. It outlines an expectation that 
development should consist of a well-connected network 
of streets with good public transport and an emphasis 
on active travel modes including walking and cycling.  
• Manual for Streets aligns with these principles and is 
routinely used for plan making and decision taking to 
secure better outcomes for our streets and public realm.  

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

• £120 million in zero emission buses 
through the Zero Emission Bus Regional 
Areas scheme 
• £50 million provided through the All-
Electric Bus Town or City scheme  
• £1.3 billion to accelerate the roll out of 
charging infrastructure  
• £1.3 billion over the next four years for 
charging 
• A new £90 million Local EV 
Infrastructure Fund, opening in 2022,  
• £880 million Air Quality Grant 
• £4.8 billion Levelling-Up Fund 
•  £1.5 billion between April 2015 to 
March 2021 to support the early market 
and remove barriers to EV ownership and 
£2.8 billion package of measures to 
support the switch to clean vehicles 
• £1 billion to build an internationally 
competitive electric vehicle supply chain 
at pace and scale in the UK. 
• £582 million for new vehicle grants until 
2022-23. 
• £1.5 billion - Transport decarbonisation 
R&D investment by mode  
• £1.5 billion - Transport decarbonisation 
R&D investment by strategic priority 

Medium - 2 - 5 
years 

EV Smart Charging The Government published 
its final response to the 
electric vehicle smart 
charging consultation that 
was closed in May 2020. 

2021 • Smart charging technology will be required of all 
new chargepoints, phase one focuses on domestic 
and some workplace charge-points. 

 

 

• Interoperability allowing consumers to switch 
chargepoint operators will be required in Phase Two. 
• Data share across operators is being explored for 
commercial opportunities by Government. 

• Off street 
• On street 

 Short - under 
two years 

Ofgem EV Strategy  Ofgem is the energy 
regulator and has launched a 
strategy aimed at supporting 
EV infrastructure and 
technology while ensuring 
consumers are protected. 

2021 • Support will be given to ensure the network 
capacity is in place to support the required charging 
infrastructure. 
• Costs to large electric consumers such as EV 
charging infrastructure to be brought down when 
reinforcement is required. 

• Support the development of vehicle-to-grid 
technologies where EV owners can earn money 
exporting electricity back to the grid. 
• Support the adoption of EVs by working with the 
sector to ensure the widest range of products, tariffs 
and services are available.  

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

 

Long - 5 years 
+ 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/transport-decarbonisation-plan
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/transport-decarbonisation-plan
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/transport-decarbonisation-plan
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/electric-vehicle-smart-charging
https://transportandenergy.com/2021/09/06/ofgem-launches-ev-strategy/
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Policy Title Summary 
Date of 

publication 
Charge-point impact Key Considerations 

Chargepoint 
solution 

Funding Opportunities Timeframe 

Net Zero Strategy: 
Build Back Greener 

The strategy outlines the 
steps to be taken to cut 
emissions, take advantage of 
economic opportunities and 
support private investment. 

2021 • By early 2030s 25% of cars will be electric which 
will require a charging network to support. 
• Later in 2021 an EV infrastructure strategy will be 
published. 
• Support developments in smart charging. 

• Support the move to EV for goods deliveries. 
• In decarbonising the transport sector new employment 
opportunities will be created. 
• Local Transport Plans will set out place-based 
strategies for improving transport networks with focus 
on carbon reduction and a move to net zero. 
• Ensure consumers have access to the required 
technologies. 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

• £620 million for zero emission vehicle 
grants and EV Infrastructure, including 
further funding for local EV 
Infrastructure, with a focus on local on 
street residential charging 
• Allocating a further £350 million from 
the up to £1 billion Automotive 
Transformation Fund (ATF) to support 
the electrification of UK vehicles and their 
supply chains 
• £70 million to roll out home, on street, 
and workplace chargepoints 

Long - 5 years 
+ 

Rapid Charging 
Fund 

The Rapid Charging Fund 
(RCF) will support motorway 

and major A road service 
operators prepare for net 
zero. 

2021 • By 2023, to have at least 6 high-powered, open-
access chargepoints (150-350 kW capable) at 

motorway service areas in England. 
• By 2030, we expect around 2,500 high-powered, 
open-access chargepoints across England’s 
motorways and major A roads. 
• By 2035, we expect around 6,000 high-powered, 
open-access chargepoints across England’s 
motorways and major A roads. 

  • EV Charging Hubs • Fund £950 million Long - 5 years 
+ 

The Ten Point Plan 
for a Green 
Industrial 
Revolution 

The Ten Point Plan outlines 
key areas of focus and 
targets for the continued 
development to net zero. 

2021 • Targeted support on rapid charging points on 
motorways and major roads. 

• In 2021 a Green Paper was to be published which 
outlines the post-EU emissions regulations. 

• A focus on building the EV manufacturing industry in 
the UK 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

  Long - 5 years 
+ 

Future of transport: 
regulatory review: 
zero emission 
vehicles  

The reviews aim to address 
outdated transport policies. 
The review is seeking views 
on the introduction of 
requirements to 
chargepoints. 

2021 • Statuary obligation to provide charging 
infrastructure. 

• Requirements to install chargepoints in non-
residential car parks. 

• New powers supporting the delivery of the rapid 
charging fund. 

• Requirements to improve the experience for 
electric vehicle consumers. 

• The review will consult on whose duty it will be to 
enact the legislation. This may be local authorities, 
chargepoint operators or energy companies. 

• Provision of the chargepoints will likely fall on the 

landowners. 

• Accessibility and safety will be key consideration within 
the user experience. 

 

• Off street  Short – under 
two years 

Plug-in Grant 
Scheme 

From December 2021 the 
grant scheme for zero-
emission vehicles was 
updated to target less 
expensive models. 

2021 • There will be £1,500 for vehicles under £32,000 
with vehicles that are wheelchair accessible being 
prioritised with a higher grant. 

• There are also changes to the Plug-in Van Grant 
making the scheme more sustainable. 

• The aim of the changes to the grant is to increase the 
speed of EV uptake. This will have an impact on the 
charging infrastructure requirements. 

 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

• Fund £620 million Short – under 
two years 

Taking Charge: The 
Electric Vehicle 
Infrastructure 
Strategy 

The strategy combines the 
aims, objectives and funding 
provided by the UK 
Government. 

2022 Outlining the continues support and objectives for 
charging infrastructure across the UK. 

• Outline the strategic aims and objectives of the UK 
Government for charging infrastructure. 

• Off street 
• On street 
• EV Forecourts 
• EV Charging Hubs 

• £450 million Local EV Infrastructure 
Fund (LEVI)  

• A further £50 million in LEVI funding 
local delivery support  
• £950 million rapid charging fund 

Long - 5 years 
+ 

 

 

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1026655/net-zero-strategy.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1026655/net-zero-strategy.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/rapid-charging-fund
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/rapid-charging-fund
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/936567/10_POINT_PLAN_BOOKLET.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/936567/10_POINT_PLAN_BOOKLET.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/936567/10_POINT_PLAN_BOOKLET.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/936567/10_POINT_PLAN_BOOKLET.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/936567/10_POINT_PLAN_BOOKLET.pdf

